May 11, 2024

Dear Class of 2024:

On behalf of the North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University Board of Trustees, faculty, staff and students, congratulations on your graduation from our beloved university. Your degree represents an important milestone in your life: the transition from college student to North Carolina A&T alumni.

In one of my last acts as chancellor — and forever a proud alumnus — it is my distinct pleasure to commemorate this occasion with you. Having faced and surmounted many challenges during the course of your college years, you can choose from among myriad opportunities as you start the next phase of your life. Never forget the rich history and traditions of our alma mater and the support of the faculty, family and friends who have been a source of inspiration and support during this chapter of your personal journey.

This accomplishment should fill you with both immense pride and a profound sense of responsibility. The rest of your life begins today. With that, your next challenge is to seize the opportunities that lie ahead and commit to making an impact on the world. Today, you join a powerful global community of Aggies who share a clear vision to Lead, Create, Discover, Inspire, Dream and Love … because that’s what AGGIES DO!

We are not concentrating on endings today, but on bold new beginnings. Graduates, as you proceed with your endeavors, from starting a career to furthering your education on the path to creating a successful life, know that you are well prepared. Remember that greatness should not be measured by your personal success alone, but by the lives you enrich along the way as well.

As Aggies, we are always doing, never done.

Sincerely,

Harold L. Martin, Sr.
Chancellor
The Beginnings of the Bachelor’s Degree at North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University

By James R. Stewart Jr., Archives and Special Collections Librarian. Rev. April 26, 2024

Commencement ceremonies predate the awarding of the bachelor’s degree at what was once called the “Agricultural and Mechanical College for the Colored Race”. The earliest confirmed commencement program took place during the week of May 22–27, 1897. The performance of First Lady Susie B. Dudley’s play “How Shall I Go Up To My Father?” at the 1898 commencement is considered the birth of theatrical arts at North Carolina A&T. Before bachelor’s degrees were awarded, the earliest agricultural students at the college completed a research thesis for a “diploma of graduation”.

James B. Dudley had just completed his first year as our 2nd President when the Board of Trustees gave authorization to the faculty to create curriculum for the bachelor’s degree of science on May 28, 1897. The original courses offered for the bachelor’s degree were “Agricultural” for a B.Agr., and “Mechanical” or the “Women’s” courses for the B.S (Bachelor of Science). Female students were not approved for enrollment in the Agricultural course.

Out of nearly 100 students enrolled beginning in Fall 1896, seven were eligible for graduation in 1899. Known collectively today as the “Superior Seven”, they were William “Willie” Thomas Cain Cheek, Isaac Summerville Cunningham, Austin Wingate Curtis Sr., Epps Luther Falkener, James Matthew Joyner, Peter Edward Robinson, and Adam Watson. Their class motto was “No Steps Backwards”.

The first bachelor’s degree commencement exercises concluded on the night of May 25, 1899 with choruses, vocal solos, orations, presentations of diplomas, prizes, and the hour and a half literary address by Col. Julian S. Carr. Closing remarks were given by President James B. Dudley. Notable commencement speakers to come were Mary Church Terrell, Dr. Carter G. Woodson, Dr. Ralph Bunche, alumnus Rev. Jesse Jackson ’64 & Judge Elreta Alexander-Melton ’37, and First Lady Michelle Obama.

The Women’s course along with the Domestic Science department were discontinued in 1901, but that did not stop Frances (Grimes) Bryant from earning her B.S. degree in 1901 followed by Hannah Bullock and Florence Garrett in 1902. Women were readmitted to the bachelor’s degree study programs in 1928.

Today in May 2024, we celebrate as North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University awards nearly 1,500 bachelor’s degrees, also several masters and doctoral degrees, and the 125th anniversary of our first class.
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RESPONSE

LIFT EVERY VOICE AND SING

Lift ev’ry voice and sing,
Till earth and Heaven ring,
Ring with the harmonies of Liberty;
Let our rejoicing rise
High as the list’ning skies,
Let it resound loud as the rolling sea.
Sing a song full of the faith that the dark past has taught us;
Sing a song full of the hope that the present has brought us;
Facing the rising sun of our new day begun,
Let us march on till victory is won.

Stony the road we trod,
Bitter the chast’ning rod,
Felt in the days when hope unborn had died;
Yet with a steady beat,
Have not our weary feet
Come to the place for which our fathers sighed?
We have come over a way that with tears has been watered;
We have come, treading our path thro’ the blood of the slaughtered,
Out from the gloomy past,
Till now we stand at last
Where the white gleam of our bright star is cast.

God of our weary years, God of our silent tears,
Thou who has brought us thus far on the way;
Thou who has by Thy might led us into the light,
Keep us forever in the path, we pray.
Lest our feet stray from the places, our God, where we met Thee;
Lest our hearts drunk with the wine of the world, we forget Thee;
Shadowed beneath Thy hand,
May we forever stand,
True to our God,
True to our native land.

ALMA MATER

ALMA MATER

Dear A. and T., dear A. and T., a monument indeed,
Around thy base with grateful hearts behold thy students kneel.
We bless the power that gave thee birth to help us in our need,
We'll ever strive while here on earth all loyalty to yield.

REFRAIN
With joy, with joy, dear A. and T., thy students turn from thee
To spread thy trophies year by year from Dare to Cherokee.

Dear A. and T., dear A. and T., the signet thou shalt be,
Set by our great old commonwealth, proud boaster of the free;
She'd have the record of her worth on granite not inscribed—
Nay, let the children of her birth proclaim it by their lives.

Dear A. and T., dear A. and T., henceforth our aim shall be,
By precepts wise and deeds more sure to bless the State through thee;
The arts of industry to wield against an idle foe.
A harvest rich from ripened fields of what thy students sow.
Two-time Emmy®-winning journalist, author, producer, trailblazing media personality and empowering advocate Tamron Hall stands at the forefront of transformational conversations that drive change. Her life story is a testament to the indomitable human spirit: From humble beginnings to becoming a distinguished figure in broadcast journalism, she has shattered barriers and embraced challenges head-on. Her journey from local news stations to the anchor desk of national networks has inspired millions, and her tenacity is a beacon of hope for aspiring dreamers and leaders alike.

Hall’s journalistic excellence has earned her numerous accolades, including two Daytime Emmy Awards for Outstanding Informative Talk Show Host, two Gracie Awards from the Alliance for Women in Media Foundation (2020 and 2022), inclusion on the Variety500 list (2022), and nominations for 13 Daytime Emmy Awards, 4 NAACP Image Awards, a GLAAD Media Awards and an Iris Award. In 2014, she made history as the first African American female co-host of NBC's “TODAY.”

As the executive producer and host of the nationally syndicated “The Tamron Hall Show,” Hall takes on the most captivating and thought-provoking issues facing the world every day, spanning from social justice and equality to mental health and personal growth. She navigates sensitive discussions, fostering a safe space for open dialogue that stimulates minds and bridges gaps.

Hall’s commitment to positive change is reflected in her dedication to charitable causes. After experiencing a personal loss to domestic violence, Hall has become an impactful advocate and supporter of Safe Horizon—a national organization that offers a variety of programs to support survivors of abuse. She is also passionate about raising awareness of the challenges faced by young people dealing with mental health problems and the importance of seeking help and support. An ardent philanthropist, Hall uses her platform to amplify voices and raise awareness about issues close to her heart, leaving an enduring impact on communities across the globe. In March 2023 (Women’s Herstory Month), she received a proclamation from the New York City Council for Outstanding Service and Achievements.

Her debut novel, “As the Wicked Watch,” was published Oct. 26, 2021, becoming an instant Editor’s Pick on Amazon. This is the first book in her critically-acclaimed “Jordan Manning” mystery series. She also hosts Court TV’s original true-crime series “Someone They Knew With Tamron Hall.” Hall’s captivating storytelling—combined with her fresh, relatable voice—impacts life lessons learned from her own experiences, encouraging listeners to embrace resilience, seize opportunities, challenge the status quo, and above all, always “Bet on yourself.”

The Luling, Texas, native holds a B.A. in Broadcast Journalism from Temple University, where she serves on the board of trustees. She resides in New York with her husband and son.
Established in 1891, under the Second Morrill Act of 1890, North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University is a land-grant, doctoral research university. The Second Morrill Act expanded the nation’s system of land-grant universities to include a historically black institution in those states where segregation denied minorities access to the land-grant institutions established by the First Morrill Act (1862).

Throughout its 133-year history, N.C. A&T has maintained a rich tradition in academics, research and outreach. Today, the university is committed to fulfilling its fundamental purposes through exemplary undergraduate and graduate instruction, scholarly and creative research, and effective public service and engagement. A&T is accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges. An institution of choice for high-achieving students, A&T aspires to be recognized as a preeminent land-grant university.

With an enrollment of 13,885 students (Fall 2023), N.C. A&T is the nation’s largest historically Black college or university (HBCU). A&T awards baccalaureate, master’s and doctoral degrees through the College of Agriculture and Environmental Sciences; College of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences; Willie A. Deese College of Business and Economics; College of Education; College of Engineering; John R. and Kathy R. Hairston College of Health and Human Sciences; College of Science and Technology; The Graduate College; and the Joint School of Nanoscience and Nanotechnology. The curriculum has been adapted to strengthen science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM)—its academic core and foundation—and other disciplines. The university also has moved rapidly to blend its academic and research programs with the needs of society and industry, forming a symbiotic relationship.

A&T has advanced to the forefront in the area of research and is one of the top-ranking institutions in the University of North Carolina System for sponsored research funding. The strength and potential of the research enterprise at A&T is demonstrated by the university’s ability to sustain major programs in nanotechnology, biotechnology, computational science and engineering, energy and environment, information sciences and technology, leadership and community development, logistics and transportation systems, and public health.

Upon graduating, students join the university’s nearly 70,000 alumni of record who hold (or have held) positions of leadership in industries and communities around the world. Some of A&T’s nationally acclaimed alumni include Henry E. Frye ’53, former N.C. Supreme Court Chief Justice; Edolphus Towns Jr. ’56, retired U.S. Congressman; Clara Adams-Ender ’61, author and retired Army brigadier general; Alvin A. “Al” Attles Jr. ’60, former NBA player, coach and general manager; Elvin Bethea ’68, NFL Hall of Famer; Ezell Blair Jr./Jibreel Khazan ’63, Joseph A. McNeil ’63, the late Franklin E. McCain Sr. ’63 and the late David Richmond ’10 (degree awarded posthumously), members of the A&T Four/Greensboro Four; Joe L. Dudley Sr. ’62, Dudley Products founder; Rev. Jesse L. Jackson Sr. ’63, civil rights activist and former presidential candidate; Alma S. Adams ’68, U.S. Congresswoman; Dr. Ronald E. McNair ’71, NASA astronaut; and Michael S. Regan ’98, U.S. EPA Administrator.

THE ACADEMIC COSTUME

The academic costume worn today derived from practices originating in the Middle Ages. When European universities were taking form in the 12th and 13th centuries, the scholars were usually clerics as well, and consequently they adopted costumes similar to those of their monastic orders. Cold halls and drafty buildings made caps and floor length gowns with attached hoods a necessity for warmth. Probably because of the costumes’ religious heritage, they remained largely drab until the universities gradually began to pass from the control of the church, whereupon some aspects of the costumes took on brighter hues. Old prints reveal a strong similarity between the regalia worn in early universities and the academic costume worn today.

In light of the nation’s strong English heritage, academic costume has been in use in the United States since colonial times. To establish a standard of uniformity with regard to the practice, an intercollegiate commission was formed which prepared a code for caps, gowns, and hoods which has been adopted by all universities. Originally round, the shape of the cap is now the more familiar mortarboard square—a shape that resembles a scholar’s book. Legend has it that the privilege of wearing a cap was the initial right of a freed Roman slave. The flowing gown has become symbolic of the democracy of scholarship for it covers any dress, which might indicate rank or social strata. The hood not only indicates the type of degree, but also is lined with the official colors of the university from which the degree was obtained.

THE GOWN

BACHELOR – Blue, full cut with long pointed sleeves.
MASTER – Black, long or short sleeves with arc-shaped panel extended for each sleeve.
DOCTOR – Black, with velvet panels on front of gown and three velvet bars on each sleeve. Color of the velvet may be black or distinctive of the field of study.

THE HOOD

BACHELOR – Three feet in length with a two-inch wide velvet.
MASTER – Three and one-half feet in length with a three-inch wide velvet.
DOCTOR – Four feet in length with a five-inch wide velvet and panel at the sides. The lining of the hoods, which is folded out, bears the official colors of the institution from which the degree was received. The color of the velvet is PhD Blue.

Candidates for doctoral degrees at North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University wear gowns fastened at the neck and hoods draped down the back and the black mortarboard with a gold tassel.

UNDERGRADUATE HONOR STUDENTS

CUM LAUDE (With Honor)
Graduates with an overall grade point average of 3.25-3.49. These graduates are wearing honor cords of gold.

MAGNA CUM LAUDE (With High Honor)
Graduates with an overall grade point average of 3.50-3.74. These graduates are wearing honor cords of blue.

SUMMA CUM LAUDE (With Highest Honor)
Graduates with an overall grade point average of 3.75-4.00. These graduates are wearing honor stoles.

UNITED STATES ARMED FORCES VETERANS

These graduates are wearing white stoles.
The mace, a ceremonial insignia, dates back to ancient Rome to honor heroes and nobility. Maces were later used in the courts of England, during the reign of James I of England as symbols of authority. Today, maces are associated with academic and governmental processions. In academic use, it is the symbol of the college/university as a body of scholars within its own legally constituted authority. The chief faculty marshal carries the mace during all formal academic processions.

A gift from the graduating class of 1961, the mace of North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University was presented October 24, 1991, during the centennial year celebration. The university’s 42-inch long mace reveals a two-faced sterling silver crowning head or boss with the seals of North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University and the University of North Carolina on either side. Both university seals rest on a sterling silver etched State of North Carolina seal.

Alternating ebony and ivory solid wood rings that symbolize the university’s African American heritage are located on the mahogany wood shaft. The history and mission of the college/university throughout its 100 plus years of existence are etched on the wooden shaft of the mace between the rings. They represent service to African Americans, the missions of the university’s schools and colleges; scholars; the Greensboro Four sit-in; the Aggie mascot, and sports. The base or terminus (end piece) is a silver-plated cup engraved with a figure of a runner which symbolizes the athletic legacy and forward moving strides of the university.

North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University’s mace is a result of planning, research and fund raising by the class of 1961. The special designs of the mace represent the joint efforts of the Mace Committee who contacted Emblem & Badge Inc., in Providence, Rhode Island, to craft the mace. Dr. Vallie Guthrie, chair; Dr. Dorothy Alston; Dr. Sullivan Welborne; Dr. William C. Parker; Dr. Basil Coley; Dorothy J. Richmond; Lewis Brandon III; Earnest Sherrod, and members of the class of 1961; and the Class Coordinating Committee were instrumental in the procurement and final version of the mace, which was presented during the October 24, 1991, Founder’s Day Convocation. The mace was carried by the Chief Faculty Marshal (chair or president of the Faculty Senate) at the May 5, 1991, commencement and is utilized at all formal ceremonial occasions for the university.
BACCALAUREATE HONORS

* Students awarded two baccalaureate degrees

PLEASE NOTE: The listing of names of degree candidates in the commencement program is not to be considered official evidence that all degree requirements have been satisfied.
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
(With Highest Honors)

Reem Mohamed osman Ali
Tyler Garrett Allen
Xavier Alexander Allen
Jasmine Akomaa
Amaniampong
Wesley Phillips Angel
Brittany Christine Angell
De’Santi Jakoby Armand
James Stuart Armstrong
Zavier Tavion-Steward Avery
Maya Avilez
Heaven S Bailey
Jameese C Barnes
Azariah Elizabeth Banks
Kristi Leanna Barnes
Joseph R Bertrand
Ashleigh Nicole Bethea
Connor Gordon Blantz
Terrence Christopher Bolden
Taylor Janae Boykin
Ahmari Dejah Branch
Anya Brandon
Jaylen Scott Brannon
Serena Imani Brantley
Alaina Denise Brock
Makaya Lashae Brothers
Cameron Maniya Brown
Yuri Taguchi Brown*
Jasmine Nicole Bryan
Aniah Shanel Buchan
Jordhan Buckley
Kelly Merritt Burnette
Evans Wesley Burton
Teco Roemello Bynum
Aniya Janaa Cannon
Antonio Jordan Carey
Leander Tyree Evans Chance
Nicholas J Chance
Jonathan Tyler Chatman
Laila Cherry
Patrick David Baez Clifford
Aaliyah Vanessa Clough
Kaila Alana Collier
Kennedy Andrea Crawford
Joshua Michael Davidson
Ayana Racquel Davis
Seyani Semaja Davis
Taylor Elise Davis
Kaila Carmen Dawkins
Ashlee Mariah Deloatch
Pedro Lavoris Dudley Jr
Indya Reyjana Durant
Gwenyth Easterling
Lauren Noel Eastmond
Leah Danielle Edwards
Sheyanne Madison Eldridge
Chloe Elise Emehel
Lauryn Nicole Ewing
Maryam Lailah Jalali Farahani*
Taylor Marie Farrar
Kendyl Ferguson
Zaria A Ferguson
Alexus Nicole Fields
Daryn Lynette Flourney
Shawna Elizabeth Floyd
Jaela Rae Foster-Burns
Ketziyah Ryyah Francis
Amber Olivia Frye
Raven Nikohl Funderburk
Santiago Garcia-Rico Jr
Tianna Stacey Garner
Kiyah Jolie Gause
Cassidy Janaya Gilliam
Asisat Samyha Giwa
Nautica Jacoya Goodson
Tomeara Jeanelle Gosier
Richard Altonius Graham II
Karise Anaya Grant
Tashiana Marie Gray
Xavier Amir Gray
Autumn Nicole Grayson
TaMaya Lanae Green
Daejaah McKenzie Grier
Ashlian Dianna Haddock
Bailey Annabella Hadley
Korey Alexander Hailey
Brianne Lanay Hargrove
Elonnidra Lea Hargrove
Kashmere Ikaia Harper
Donovan Harris
Jayla D Harris
Kristian Kajuanne Harris
Madia Rena Harris
Jazmin Martinez Hartsell
Colette Reed Haynie
Neveah Leigh Patillo Herndon
Aliyah Chantel Hodges
Kavon W Hodnett
Ariana Njeri Holland
Nakyla Cheryll Holland*
Alaja Arie Hoskins
Jacquioa Delores Hunter*
Raina Simone Innis
Kara Nichole Jackson
Cyrus Kaleb Jacobs
Hawanatu Jallomy Jalloh
Rachel Marie James
Ventell Lecell James*
Faith Alexandrea Jefferson
Asanti Amira Johnson
Bryce Charles Johnson
Katelyn Destiny Chamaaine
Johnson
Richalyn Hope Johnson
Tamyah Arahe Johnson
Arafat Oreluwa Jolaso-Perry
Antanse Jones
Ciera Moenet Jones
Tylee Janae Jones
Eliott David Kadans
Alicia Wangari Kariuki
Brooklynn Aaliyah Kemp
Daniel Moses Key
Muhammad Umar Khalid
Stephanie Marie Kinchen
Sharla Darnay Kirkpatrick*
Makala Simone Langley
Candiah Faith Lathan
Nhat Minh Le
Megan Ann Leonard
Ti-Quanna Aniqua Lettsome
Chaniyey Devine Lewis
Carington Aniston Light
Kennedy Alexis Lighty
Jaiden Kira Logan
Alyssa Faleese Lopez
Samantha Nicole Lowenberg
Cymone Theresa Alice Lucas
Jaden James Macik
Sharon Amber Mayfield
Douglas Lloyd Zaiee McDonald
Kyndal Alyse McDougal
Kameryn Leanne McDuffie
Darius Marques McLeod
Jaela Gabrielle Melton
Moriah Christen Milner
Benjamin Miramontes Robles
Xavier Alexander Mitchell
Sante Eunique Modeste
Asa Shiri Moore
Tatiana Nicole Moore
Lindsey Malia Moris
Kyla Nicole Morrison
Sherika Timia Juliana Morrison
Chrixtina Joy Drayton Mosley
Andrew Jeremiah New
Szaria D Newkirk
Gabrielle Summer Newman
Leila Moraud Noufal
Joy Amaka Odigbo
Brianna Sharelle Odom
Shalee LaShay Oliver
Kamryn Erica Parker
Santina Breona Paul
Michael Dion Taylor
Daequan Andre Peele
Taylor Ashley Peele
Kennedy Jordan Penix
Olivia Jonell Renee Perkins
Morgan Elise Peters
Chad Jeremiah Peterson
Hailey Elise Poole
Laila Yasmeen Rahman-Latta
Syndie Alexandra Ramsey
Chandler Sanaa Ransome
Erica Celeste Reynolds
Trinitee Lenore Richards
India Faye Richardson
Kya Cimone Richardson
Uniqua Emani Richardson
Arlene Aiyah Ricks
Harmoni Ariyanna Riggins*
Morgan Christina Rogers-Mayes
Angelica Michelle Rorie
Nia Amor Russell
Jordan Dominic Sampson
Marcus A Scott Jr.
Robert Lee Scott Jr
Kayla Nicole Seals
Courtney Anntoinnette Sellers
Kailyn Elizabeth Sellers
Sa’Maree Rashawn Shakur*
Naomi Kileba Shembo
Renee’ Maria Shepherd
Jabria Shanice Simmons
Brian Isaiah Simpkins
Jayce Krystopher Sledge
Alexa Nicole Smith
Austin Tyler Smith
Brandon Christopher Smith
Larry Malcolm Smith Jr
Mateo James Smith
Nyah Nanlani Smith
Venaya Shenica Smith
Kirk J St Arromand
Christian Joseph Stewart
Thomas Tyler Strickland
Tosheem Sosamino Stroman
Mason B Suggs
Terri Jean Surall
Brionna Nicole Tatum
Garrett Edward Taylor
Thomas Michael Teapole
Lauren Sydney Thomas
Anaya Lynn Thompson
Jayla Imani Thornton
Joshua Earl Thornton
Antene’ N Thurman
Briania Tillman
Loryn Alayiah Tisdale
Camryn Alexandria Torrence
Jalen Keartis Tuten
Endya Alfreda Van Hook
Brianna Jeanette Walker
Caithlin Brook Waller
Colton River Waller
Jiuxiang Wang
Zahraa Elann Warren
Jordyn Alexandra Washington
Beverly Jean Watson
Patrice Glennay Watson
Royce Edward Watson
Jayla Monique Watts
Jada Shala Jean Wesley
Selah Tamar West
Darnell Dean Westbrook III
Robert Calvin Whiteside IV
Samuel Colon Whitley
Adrienne Nirel Whitmore
Joshua Lamont Whitsett
DeLea Ajreon Whittaker
Christiana Renee' Wilcox
Preston Dillon Wilkie
Bria Jenae Williams
Dasia Nieree Williams
Georgina Alexandria Williams
Jared Harrison Williams
Madisyn Victoria Williams
Malachi Lee Williams
Michelle Rae Williams
Zaria Dorothy-Elizabeth Williams
Whitney Nicole Willis
Frazier Kelly Wilson III
Ayanna Ucheena Woodfolk
Zachary Noah Yeager
Sydney Christine Yorke
Selaya Maureen Young

UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES

MAGNA CUM LAUDE
(With High Honors)

Carolyn Olivia Adams
Unique Sade Akinloye
Asmaa Z Alawbali
Jordin Keichelle Alex
Jaelynn Elizabeth Allen-Scott
Liberty Patrice Anderson
Sullivan Grace Anderson
Shang Lavell Andrews II
Keymiah Layla Armstrong
Jabari Alexander Atkinson
Ayiloye Olanike Atolagbe
Aubree Noelle Bachus
Gabriella Simone Ballesteros
Madison Avery Banks
Maya Lynice Barber-Haggins
Brianna Lynette Barrow-Lee
Journey Joy Barsh
Nasjia Armani Barton
Christian Isaiah Bass
Cylah Bass
Ja’Quan Ty’Shon Battle
Essence Tani Baylor
Tahmyah Beaty-Brown
Edwina Belizaire
Mone’ Bell-Arrington
Nataya D Bellamy
Reyana Latrice Bentley
Arie Taylor Bethea
D’Asia Chennelle Betts
Haylee Marcia Blalock
Aminah Aliyah Bland
Dominique Maronza Blount
Clinton Asante Boadu
Kyla Ushuna Boatwright
Nadirah Ihsana Bowman
Chyra Monyae Boyd
Martiaa Boyd
Shanise Yvette Braithwaite
Embrea Destiny
Brannon-Vaughan
Debi Ayaana Breland
Caleb Joshua Brickhouse
Chaniyah Reonna Brown
Kayla Danielle Brown
Nicholas Isaiah Brown
Keyera Shantae Bruce
Aren Kimbrough Buffaloe
Sha’Mya Michelle Bullock
Nia Brianna Burton
Dwayna A Byrde
Sekaya Sheray Rachel Canady
Sydney Milan Cannady
Kania LaBre Carlton
Chimere Edna’ Carr
Nadia Alexsis Chaney
S’Khaja Adelaide Charles
Conrado Chozas Martinez
Gabrielle Marie Ciceron
Rosegalie Thalia Cineus
Lauryn Ashlea Clinkscales
Khaliyah Simone Collins
Chimere A Condrey
Lester David Coney
Kyndal Lena Cooke
Kayla Monae Cooper
Cassandra Cornette
Aneya Jasmine Cornwall
Jaiden Charree Cosby
Niya Crenshaw
Janiya Marie Croxie
Kayla Marie Elverta
Cunningham
Cheyenne Alexis Daniels
Ti’Yana Aminee Dash
Brianna Janel Davis
D’Vante Jaheim Davis
Hunt Tyler Davis
Jordyn Dania Davis
Talia Agnes Davis
Walter Harrison Davis
Ira’Keeya Paulette Dawkins
DaMari Velecia-Rashad
Dawson
Sawyer Jensen Deltano
Jordyn Desirea Dorsey
Jicha Monaye Durden
Claudia Sheka Duverglas
Joshua Paul Eanes
Karim Tamer Eid
Jamirah Dee Eldemire
Nevin Jorel Esmores
Alyxx Euniche Estrada
Skye Lang Farmer
Jenae Alexis Farrington
Ajong Maximal Fonda
Victoria Fong
Andre P Francois
George Dewey Franks III
Jordan Alexander Gaithier
Laura Marcela Garcia Suarez
Kiya Lanae Gary
Angel Estella Gilchrist
Ryan Numa Gilmore
Jasmine Nicole Glover
Leighanna Lynai Glover
Vincent Tyler Goins
Tasia Renee Goode
Jaden Alexandre Goodman
Talayja Shakyra Gordon
Akelyn Jenae Felton Grant
Alexandria Yolanda Green
Kayla Precious Greenway
Jada Sanay Grimes
Maia Adriana Grimes
Cameron David Gunnell
Kiana Lynn Hall
Dwight William Happer
Jalyse MoNae Harrell
Akeila Arrie Harris
Lindsey J Harris
Ahmar Hayat
Skylar Jordan Hayes
Sydnee Noelle Haynes
Sonni Yvette Herndon
Langston Alexander Hill
Micah Alexis Hipp
Jordynn D’Nai Holley
Chaniya Ti’yana Holmes
Sanaa Simone Holston
Malachi Samuel Hope
Lorenzo Dwight Horton
Lailah Elizabeth Hunnicutt
Jada Marie Hunter
Jia Amir Hutchins
Michael Christian Ince
Danielle Brianna Ingram
Caleb Tariq Rasheed Jackson
Dejah Simone James
Jaden Hakeem Jenkins
Ethan Jemaine Jessup
Elan Paige Jimenez
Arlesia Jaye Johnson
Dominique Alexandra Johnson
Nia Lanyae Johnson
Stephen Lemonte Johnson II
Tiana Nicole Johnson
Camden Lawrence Jones
Charles George Jones
Darma Yvonne Jones
Myles Allen Jones
Davion Bobby Lee Jordan
Javon Joy Kelley
Kuleema Kuthe*
Victoria Andrea Lanier
Ashanti Lachay Leak
Aaliyah Tiara Lee-Moore
Karah Levy
Justin Jovan Lewis
Colbie Yvonne Lofton
Makala L Logan
Payton Danielle Love
Niyah Lucas
Sarah Carolyn Lucas
Savanna Noelle Mack
Asia Monet Marable
Ahmad Zaire Martin
Jalen Ahijah Matthews
Khaliyah Faith Matthews
Joshua Armstrong McCalla
Kayla Renee McCann
Tylen McGee
Samira Jeanea McNight
Sade’ Irie McLean
Jason Brandon McMiller
Elyse Nicole McNeil
Janiya Monae Medlin
Jennifer Chizoba Metume-Ibe
Qalien J Mingo-Long
Tiana Simone Minor
Kokou Aaron Missebukpo
Kennedy Simone Mitchell
Willy-Franck Mobio
UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES

David Sylvester Essien
Kashmere Deborah Everett
Ashante Janae Farror
Tobioloba Fawole
Jasmine Doris Ferguson
Kisaih Guyreese Ferguson
Taylor Elizabeth Ferguson*
Lauren Camille Finley
Jarrett Ethan Fleming
Kiara Nicole Fletcher
Kalen Elise Fling
Vanessa Paige Flournoy
Gladys Inez Fogg
Zahk Koryn Fortune
Lauren Renee Foshee Cox
Sierra Imani Franco
Jakiya LaTrecee Franklin
Erica Joy Funderburk
Zaria Michelle Gabriel
Victoria Alyssa Gabrielle Gardner
Fatou Marie Garjo
Zavier Maxwell Gatewood
Babadunede Adetunj
Emmanuel Gbadamosi
Kydell Imani Christine Geddis
Ariah Dorse Gilliam
Alexi’s Niccole Gilliard
Jatyia Vessel Godard
Lamoura Temma Gohi
Mecca Muslma Raqueeb Goins
Kennadi Nicole Graddy
Marquise Jerome Graham
Arnajah Mekeda Grant
Nydaya I’Lexia Green
Hannah Cierra Greene
Danahsia Jenae Gregory
Ashton Anthony Ortiz Griffith
Zhaliah RegiNae Gunter
Ryli Alexandria Hagler
Crystal Dawn Hairston
Jonathan Christopher Hale
Jordan Michel Hamilton
Za’Miyah Hamm
Mya Nicole Harris
Samuel Andrew Harris
Shylinn Tanei Harris
Kaya Symone Heath
Kerri Monet Hembick
Randee Rane Hennings
Shacolbea Joyce-Ann Hill
Solomon E Hill
Jaylen A Hoffler
Jashala Aeronia Hoke
Aidan Daniel Holandez
Bria Simone Holley
Mija Simone Holmes
Matthew D Horner
Hayley Anastasia Howard
Nyah Shannon Howard
Terrance D Howard
Jayona Lashay Humphrey*
Briana Serene Hutchinson
Stephen Thomas Hynes
Timothy Lee Inman Jr
Ini-Obong Christopher Inyang
Kennedi Lauren Ivey
Rose Mozell-Alexandria Jackson
Sara Saifalnasr Jado
Aaron Devon James
Taylor Bri Ann James
Shawn Tynez Jenkins
Jamaye’e Ke’Ora Jeter
Hannah Denise Johnson
Jabari Louis Johnson
Jerrold Dias Johnson
Vinaya Sekai Johnson
Vinesha Kierra Johnson
Ashley Patrice Jones
Kristen Michelle Jones
Malik Richard Jones
Naya Renee Jones
Paris Nicole Jones*
Tyeese Malik Julius
Rahzier Rakia-Violet Kelly
Cori Simone Kelson
Imani Christine Khedi
Levzwhad Kidane
Damonique Kimbrough
Kevin LeNard Kindred Jr
Chamarley Laada King
Ellington Charles King
Kyle Aaron King
Christin Nicole Kitchings
Ciara P Knight
Phyllicia Kristin Lascase
Tajia Monye Lawrence
Megan Alanie Layton
Lauren Joanne Leahr
Mica Nddoda Lenzo
Samira Alexis Liggett
Taveres Neal Link
Khadeja Marja Little
George Michael Logan
Cwendolyn Ashley Lomax
Cyanna Schermauri Lowery
Matthew Aaron Mackey
Janaia Nicole Madden
Ka’Nesha Rasheema Maggette
Jazmin Alyiah Mahoney
Elsie Mualuia Mandel
Michael D Mann
Kamari Jaen Manns
Zhamir Ty’Jwon Marshall
Tiniya S Martin
Karmen Elaine Massey
Destiny Shatoria Matthys
Kelly Olivia Helen Maye
Taylor M McAuley
Kenya Deshawn McClain
Torrey Demont Lee McCollum
Heaven Mignon McDonald
Ladysha Mallory Mcclend
Imani Grace McIntosh
Jeffrey Justin McKenzie
MKhai Dannell McKenzie
Khursten Kyle McLean
Kierra Ashanti McNeil
Mattie Amaris McNeil
Caliee Brook Miller
Kesjana Mona Miller
Jordan Breyana Mills
Akenysh Rashid Mitchell
Abbas Abdalmouti Abbas
Mohamed
Amaya Danielle Montgomery
Arria Marie Moore
Demetrius Xavier Moore
Justyce Ashante Moore
Zarea Morrison-Miller
Zaria Channell Murray
Anjelyca London Nash
Brooklyn Alexandria Neal
Tyler Bernard Newsome
Jaylen Lamon Nipper
Chidera Natasha Ejine
Nkem-Ossai
Camira Ashling Normil
Heather Grace Norris
Ngozichi Jessica Ogugua
Shatonia Silincyia Oliver
Alajne Bremmia Overton
Jasmine Michelle Owens
Jade Vontrese Paige
Destinee Janell Parker
Perry Pearson Parks
Blessing Faith Lois-Marie Patterson
Tkhai Silasha Pauling
Tyler C Peele
Cayla Annette Peterman
Tina Petrovic
Tien V Pham
Jourdan Marquis Picou
Giani Alexis Piscitelli
Tiera Nicholle Pittman
De’Jour Elyon Pitts
Santroya Jameaine Pitzer
Logan Martin Pugh
Tiana Regene Purvis
Harold Bishop Ransom III
Briana Kellis Reed
Elrick Leroy Richburg
Iyona Zikia Rickerson
Tommy Ray Robbins
Brianna T’Karrah Roberts
Kristen Alexis Roberts
Kenneth Leon Robinson II
Quinton Montecore Robinson
Sade Robinson
Triniti Canber Robinson
Jalceby Tillman Roddey
Joshua Rose
Tiffany Kiara Royal
Angel-Gabriel Rubio-Ruiz
Dayana Ruiz
Heaven Inez Russell
Macy D Sackor
Gary C Samuel
Payton Christopher John Sanford
Aaliyah Darlene Shannon
Destiny Simone Shaw
Sanyia Nicole Shin
Chet Reece Sikes
Daniel Zach Simpson
Simone Janelle Sinclair
Ashanti Porshea’ Singleton
Jada Marie Smalls
Brooke K Smith
Jazlynn TyAsia Smith
Joshua Alijah Smith
Lela Leoni Smith
Philip Tyree Smith
Trinity Devine Smith
Malachi Leroy Smithen
Kevin Oneil Smoot III
Daja T-Auna Smoakes
Charrel Speaks
Elah Rane Spence
Nathaniel Julian Spindle
Kyah Christiane Starks
Alaina Stewart
Dasia Monique Straker
Jordyn Arielle Strange
karissa Belle Sullivan
Sydney Morgan Sumter
Ian Rashad Sweet
Jordan Germaine Tate
Ashleigh Lauryn Taylor
Destiny Keshauna Taylor
Levossie R Taylor
Bryce K Teixeira
UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES

Jaylon Tyrese-Clay Terrell
Lakeisha Renee Day Tezeno
Brianna L Thomas
Kaelin Alana-Skye Thomas
Lauren Kelly Tomaszewski
Tashari Donnette Turner
Zhanye Renee Vines
Brianne Mariah Watthe
Arie Simone Walker
Shandraia Danielle Walker
Kai Ayan Ward
JaKeira Lynnae-Breon Wash
Patrick Malik Webster
Jordan Marie Whichard
Elaina Marie Faith White
Le’Lani Siera White
Andre H Williams
David Aaron Williams
Armarria Elahn Williams
Jaylen Kayvon Williams
Kelsey Marie Williams
Maya Ginette Williams*

Meliah Brae Williams
Trinity Chloe Ify Williams
Armarria Elahn Williams
Kyndal Jordan
Williams-McCord
Alaisia Shannon
Williams-Watlington
Jayla Ethel Willoughby
Vincent Eugene Wood Jr
Kristen Leilani Woods
Nyla Amere Wooten
Mela Symone Works
J’Anna Marie Regina Worth

COMMISSIONS

CANDIDATES COMMISSIONED AS SECOND LIEUTENANTS IN THE UNITED STATES ARMY
Cadets Commissioned May 10, 2024

Sage Nelson Brooks, Liberal Studies
Jaela Terrell Marshal Higgs, Liberal Studies
Megan Alanie Layton, Nursing
Morrison Alexander Nesmith, Biology
Alaina Stewart, Biology
Anya Lari Stywall, Sports Science and Fitness Management

CANDIDATES COMMISSIONED AS SECOND LIEUTENANTS IN THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
Cadets Commissioned May 10, 2024

Seth Alexander Clay, Automotive Engineering Technology
Seth Njete McGill, Criminal Justice
Jaden James Macik, Criminal Justice
PLEASE NOTE: The listing of names of degree candidates in the commencement program is not to be considered official evidence that all degree requirements have been satisfied.

* Students awarded two baccalaureate degrees
** Students who are wearing faculty-mentored undergraduate research cords
*** Students are Aggies at the Goal Line participants
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING
Ma’Kayla Kemya Allen
Dashawn Marquis Arnold
Christopher Andrew Allen Breazeale
Aren Kimbrough Buffaloe
Gabrielle Marie Ciceron
Diego Cortes-Miramontes
George Dewey Franks III
Briona Nichole Cant
Isis Keturah Denise Goodwin
Akalyon Jenae Felton Grant
Jalen E. Harris
Asanti Amira Johnson
Caleb Lattie
Qaadir Ahsan McFadden
Andrew Jeremiah New
Nakia Alaysia Scott
Cameron DeAndre Sherrill
Andrew Sam Thompson III
Brianna Jeanette Walker
Royce Edward Watson
Brendan Lee Murray White
J’Anna Marie Regina Worth

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOENGINEERING
Reem Mohamed osman Ali
Shanise Vette Braithwaite
Kayla Danielle Brown
Chakari Lacole Chambers
Chyrstal Jonaé’ Davis
Jasmine Doris Ferguson
Kiara Nicole Fletcher
Jordynn Falice Foster
Rebecca DeBorah Fraser
Amber Olivia Frye
Sydney Noelle Haynes
Ethan Jemaine Jessup
Noah O’Brian Johns
Chamarley Laada King
Tajia Monye’ Lawrence
Savanna Noelle Mack
Michael D Mann
Ariya Denay Hairston
Amiyah Christen Milner
Willy-Franck Mobio
Kyandre Trent Roberts
Kayla Nicole Seals
Alexandria Simone Simmons
Jada Darrelle Spears
Justin S Tolbert
Arie Simone Walker
Briana S White
Robert J Yarbrough

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Asmaa Z Alawbali
Tyler Andrew Alexander
De’Santi Jakoby Armand
Kristi Leanna Barnes
Alivia Gabriel Barrow
Jonathan Tyler Chatman
Taylor Elise Davis
Leah Danielle Edwards
Essa Faal
Anaiya Juliana Ford
Stephen Thomas Hynes
Joy Nicole Jackson
Jonathan Mpetsi Lotafe
Moriah Christen Milner
Angela Malia Moore
Kyandre Trent Roberts
Kalee Acacia Rogers
Amber Olivia Frye
Sydney Noelle Haynes
Ethan Jemaine Jessup
Noah O’Brian Johns
Chamarley Laada King
Tajia Monye’ Lawrence
Savanna Noelle Mack
Michael D Mann
Ariya Denay Hairston
Amiyah Christen Milner
Willy-Franck Mobio
Kyandre Trent Roberts
Kayla Nicole Seals
Alexandria Simone Simmons
Jada Darrelle Spears
Justin S Tolbert
Arie Simone Walker
Briana S White
Robert J Yarbrough

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
Bavly Ramzy Abdelmalak
Arthur Jay Bailey
Duane Hollis Baker III
Amir Bellamy
Michael Alexander Bellamy
Charlie Betancourt-Molina
Christopher Andrew Allen Breazeale
Jalen Johnathan Butler
Daniel Burchell Codner
Jalin Jikez Connor
Ryron Marcell Curry
DaMari Velecia- Rashad Dawson
Rohalului Omana Estrera
Jordan Alexander Gaither
Santiago Garcia-Rico Jr

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Shang Lavell Andrews II
Tiffani Michele Barbee
Makayla Aurelia Beard
Morgan Elizabeth Brown
James L. Bryant
Evan Wesley Burton
Jenna Grace Carte
Kyle J Carter
Liam Casadei
Kelvin Dake
Taylor Elizabeth Ferguson
Laura Marcela Garcia Suarez
Nakiya Cheryl Holliday
Nana Appiah Hutchinson* 
D’aSean Wade Neclos Jr
Maja Marie Odom
Mekhi Robert Shelton Parker
Zachary Alexander Percival
Rhymne A Pharr
Natalya D’Amoni Polite
Austin Tyler Smith
Tolani Marguerite Smith
Nigel Tiang
Olisaemeka Ugochukwu Udemedu
Arshad Lemuel Wade
Adrienne Nirel Whitmore
Vincent Eugene Wood Jr

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
Kingsford Kofi Manu Adomako
Jaden Andrews
Aaron Ashton Barker
Serena Imani Brantley
Michael Antonio Butler
Teco Roemello Bynum
Leander Tyree Evans Chance
Nkumbu Charles Chowa
Lester David Coney
Djeneba Dejona Coulibaly
Asha Michal Dixon
Ryan Elise Douglas
Tobiloba Fawole
Kyndell Imani Christine Geddis
Leighana Lynai Glover
Vincent Tyler Goins
Vincent Allen Goods II
Akeila Arrie Harris
Nakiya Cheryl Holliday
Jaquan Dashawn Jackson
Jaden Jenkins
Makayla McGill
Nadir Syncere Miller
Michael Dion Paylor
Daequan Andre Peele
Trinitee Lenore Richards
Hassan Supreme Salaam
Kevon Oneil Smoot III
Chelsea Emeline Vuata
Jaden Jenkins
Myles Allen Jones
Makayla McGill
Jennifer Chizoba Meturne-ibe
Nadir Syncere Miller
Michael Dion Paylor
Daequan Andre Peele
Trinitee Lenore Richards
Hassan Supreme Salaam
Kevon Oneil Smoot III
Chelsea Emeline Vuata
David Aaron Williams
Corey Wilson
Jewel Siarah Works
Storm Milan Wright

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Yao Jean Agbemadon
Tyrell Shareph Allen
Makayla Aurelia Beard*
Edwina Belizaire
Latonya Nicole Billue-West
Erika Denise Davis
Joshua Paul Eanes
Taylor Elizabeth Ferguson*
Marquise Jerome Graham
Ajanni Jessica Haltiwanger*
Ahmar Hayat
Nana Appiah Hutchison*
Aaron Devon James
Kiaria Shanice Johnson
Nhat Minh Le
Deonta Turand McCluney
Cameron Miller
Mohamed Asrif Mohamed Althaf
Quentin Xavier Shepherd
Mateo James Smith
Brandon Jamal Stephens
Antawn He’Keem Stokes
Ashleigh Lauryn Taylor
Joshua DePaul Thomas
Bryan Waring
Dedrian Eric Webb

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INDUSTRIAL AND SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

Jalen Wesley Adams
Unique Sade Akinlode
Evonne Tameka Austin
Nasjia Armani Barton
LaShunna N Becker
Nadirah Ihsana Bowman
Sidney Elias Brower
Collin P Bunch
Frances Boima Caulker
Tuari Nehemiah Claiborne**
Nicholas Mekhi Davis
Kaila Carmen Dawkins**
Tomeara Jeanelle Gosier
Kennedi Lauren Ivey
Bryce Charles Johnson
Makala Simone Langley
Victoria Lanier
Xavier McCarthy
Richard Hugh Monroe
Tobiah Symone Morrison-Danner
Cameron Michael Poonton
Jayce Krystapher Sledge
William Lesley Thomas IV
Jalen Rashad Walker
Christiana Queen Webb
Selaya Maureen Young

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Jinan Ahmed
Wesley Phillips Angel
Ofori-Mensah Baidoo
Chloe Lyn Barrow
Journey Joy Barsh
Joseph R A Bertrand
Akeem D Blalock-Cotton
Aminah Alyah Bland
Ahmari Dejahn Branch**
Jacquez Gee Gee Brown
Brandon Conrad Cason
Lauryn Ashlea Clinkscales
Lucius Joshua Craig
Donivan Phillip Cranfield
Joshua Michael Davidson
Karim Tamer Eid
Jaeshon Terpnes Gardner
Jeremiah David Green
Tyrique Jaquan Harper
Jamari Nathaniel Henderson
Malik Deshawn Henry
Solomon E Hill
Matthew D Horner
Jelani N Jackson
Hannah Denise Johnson
Kyle Aaron King
Jeremiah Maurice Lang
Lawrence Johnathan Marbury
Caleb Michael Scott Mauney
Landon Alexander Maxwell
Aaron Jarelle McDonald
Tylan McCee
Janiya Monae Medlin
Benjamin Miramontes Robles
Wesley Pierce Misenheimer
Kokou Aaron Misseykupo
Wesley Crawford Mitchell
Abbas Abdalmouiti Abbas Mohamed
Harry Morrice
Dominik Amir Morton
Gisele Marie Motley
Joshua Francis Neal**
Jaylen Lamon Nipper
Emmanuel Jesufikenayomi Ogungbemi
Zephaniah Stevie Prince
Logan Martin Pugh
Connor Malone Ramawamy
Eryal Nicole Rhinehart
Tommy Ray Robbins
Tyffani Kiara Royal
Vodie Delano Savage
Alexander Grey Scott
Ezequiel A Sequeira
Destiny Simone Shaw
Aaron Brannon Shepard
Kyle Benjamin Simpson
Brooke K Smith
Phillip Tyree Smith
Ryan Mekhi Smith
Kaitlyn Taylor Solomon
Lauren Stewart
Mason B Suggs
Ariel Nalani Thomas**
David Mitchell White III
Amon Sadiq Williams
Andre H Williams
Mitchell W Wilson
Stephen Avery Wilson
Ashiech Pinashay Wynter

JOHN R. AND KATHY R. HAIRSTON COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SCIENCES

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN PSYCHOLOGY

Ahmed Ubdouelah Abdoulrazig**
Jyya L Atmore
Darnell Robby Babel
James C Baines
Madison Avery Banks**
Essence Tani Baylor
Lahaina Brianna Bell
Armani Ariel Bennett
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN PSYCHOLOGY, cont.

Tamra Monea Berry
Alycia Marie Blyther
Amari Lamont Blyther
Camereee Jalen Braun
NyJayah Ashanti Brown
Sanai Tylia Brown
Taty’ Anna Leshawney Amoy Brown
Jazzmine Nicole Bryan
Sha’Mya Michelle Bullock
Kwamontae Zhyier Bullock-Norrell
John Burch III
Ana Simone Byrd-Brown
Quinton Wayne Campbell
Sydney Milan Cannady
Breyanna Jeanette Casey
Diamond Danielle Channels
Trinity Ianna Cherry-Brown
Jerra Jade Clinton
Jayson Tyler Coates
Tanaeya Areele Crawford
Makayla Aalese Cruz
Ti’Yana Aminnee Dash
Amym Raquel Davis
Seyani Semaj’a Davis
Carah Reshah Daye-Davis
Zykierre Breonna Renee Dillahunt
Dasy Daniela Escobedo Ramirez
Daryn Lynette Flournoy**
Zykereea Benija Freeman
Jasmine Nicole Glover
Jatya Veaiah Codard
Lamoura Temma Cohi
Tashianna Marie Gray
Destiny Victoria Greene
Hannah Cierra Greene
Isaiah M Griggs
Korey Alexander Hailey
Ze’Miyah Hamm
Zahra Harmon-Coohan*
Kashmere Ikia Harper
Aniya Braylee Harris
Dream M Hayward-Thomas
Kavon W Hodnett
Jaylen A Hoffler
Bria Simone Holley
Raina Simone Innis
Miles Frederick Jackson
Monae Tiara Jackson
Dejah Simone James
Katelyn Destiny Chameine Johnson
Taylor Marshea Johnson
Tylee Janae Jones
Davion Bobby Lee Jordan
Monique Amariana King*
Sharl Darnay Kirkpatrick**
Phylicia Kristin Lascaze
Sanai Jonae’ Markailyn Lipscomb
Gwendolyn Ashley Lomax
Niyah Lucas**
Asia Monet Marable
Miah Lynn Martin
Mikayla Charmaine Massey
Alicia Mone McCallum
Imani Grace McIntosh
Tianzi Sendrettia McLendon
Kierra Ashanti McNeil
Mattie Amaris McNeill
Asia Monet Marable
Jonasia Mebane
Cailee Brook Miller
Kennedy Simone Mitchell**
Justycce Ashantee Moore
Lindsay Malia Moris
Asia Akaylah Morral
Sherika Timia Juliana Morrison
Anjelyca London Nash
Ja’Bria Lashontie Corlaine Newton*
Camil Ashling Normil
Stephanie Ugonma Ogidi
MarTichia La’Trell Parker
Olivia Jonell Renee Perkins
Taylor Renee Pierce
Christian Tymir Powell
Olivia Eliana Ramos
Syndie Alexandra Ramsey
Chandler Sanaa Ransome
Briana Kelis Reed
Abria Chiffon Reid
Suurrentionette LaToya Robinson
Morgan Christina Rogers-Mayes
Jaylah’ Gabriella Romero-Thompson
Angelica Michelle Rorie
Kimani Anaya Ross
Emani Wisdom Royal
Dahlia Occassia Nakeeda Russell
TONIYAH RUSSELL
Jaylynn Elise Rutledge
Marcus A Scott Jr
Troy Joseph Aleigh Sheppard
Nathaniel William Shin
Allyssa Janee Simmons
Jabria Shanice Simmons
Jazlynn Tyasia Smith
Victoria Maria Elizabeth Solomon
Tanique Ikea Stanley
S’Nyiah Rose Stinson
Destiny Keshauhna Taylor
Jordan Anthony Taylor
Brianna L Thomas
Elea Larena Thomas
Kiera Michelle Thomas
Anaya Lynn Thompson
Carl Lee Vincent Jr
Zhaneye Renee Vines
Diamond Sierra Wade
Jacob C Wade-Hayes
Jordyn Alexandra Washington
Khayla Symone Washington
Jayla Monique Watts**
Natekita Cassandra White
Kaelah Renee Wiggins
Christiania Renee’ Wilcox
Kaleah Mone Williams
Maya Ginette Williams*
Rayna A. Williamson
Nyah Marie Willis
Asya Ileana Wooten
Mela Symone Works
Alex’s Young
Seriya Sarah Young

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SOCIOLOGY
Khaliq Hakim Anderson
Khaliya Ayanna Barr
Laila Cherry
Maurisha Andrea Cunningham
Khayla Davis
Nikiah Armoni Glover
Sanji Elyse Harrison
Elan Paige Jimenez
Richalyn Hope Johnson
Brooklyn Aaliyah Kemp
Sharl Darnay Kirkpatrick**
Tigris Nigeria McCauley
Charrel Speaks
Antrene’ N Thurman
Donja Wilson

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SPEECH
Brianna Lynette Barrow-Lee
Israfil Aleem Brandon
Mickail’l Isa Brandon
Payton Newman Cooper
Ira’Keeya Paulette Dawkins
Shaniya Faucette
Cassidy Janaya Gilliam
Aliyah Chantel Hodges
Alajia Hoskins**
Kamryn V Meikle
Kamryn Erica Parker
Camryn Alexandria Torrence
Nubian Pearl Washington
Deaona Janee’ Watkins
Sydney Christine Yorke
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HEALTH SERVICES MANAGEMENT
Nataya D Bellamy
Jaipria Jatoya Branch
Zorreah Ty'Shé Browning
Briana Da'Shea Burden
Brooklyn M Cooke
Kennedy Andrea Crawford
Charlize E. Davis
Teonna Janee Dawkins
Kendyll Ferguson
Jordan Michél Hamilton
Ini-Obong Christopher Inyang
Briana Lashe Leonard-Lott
Chaniye Devine Lewis
Ngozichi Jessica Ogugua
Ashley Moraa Omooria
Oluwasijibomi Opeaiye
Jade Vontrese Paige
Blessing Faith Lois-Marie Patterson
Maria Del Rocio Rodriguez
Aaliyah Janelle Rogers
Maijoi Reginae Smith
Nyah Na'liani Sumter
Zoe Nichole Tennion
Nylah Elise Walker
Jordan Marie Whichard
Kristen Brianna Wooten

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN KINESIOLOGY
Kameron Jade Anderson
Gabriella Simone Ballesteros
Ezra Langston Barnes
Arden Faith Bean
Jadyn Rashad Bond
Jasmine Aaliyah-Sade Boyd
Rayna Marnee Brockenbrough
Harrah LaMaje Burston
Kenmyia Emaya Brown
Gregynne Coleman
Jeffrey Jacquavius Conway
Jaiden Charee Cosby
D‘Vante Jaheim Davis
Lindsey Jean‘ Dobson
Alyxx Eunice Estrada
Nyah Simone Floyd
Akrya Anastasia Foreman
Nia Simone Frederick
Babatunde Adetunji Emmanuel Gbadamosi
Asisat Samyah Giwa
Tasia Renee Goode
Jaden Christopher Harewood
Lindsey J Harris
Samuel Andrew Harris
Shilynn Tanee Harris
Jerrold Javlen Haynes
Joshua Aaron Hayward
Jayla Lopes Hunter
Michael Chukwuma Iwekuba
Brianna Nakayla Jackson
Shawn Tynez Jenkins
Ariesia Jaye Johnson
Shaliciah Nashay Jones
Rahzie Rakia-Violet Kelly
Anyiah Kirby
Justin Phillip Leggett
Kamari Jalen Manns
Kenya Deshawn McClain
Darius Marques McLeod
Justin M Morrison
Pedro Dwayne Moss Jr
Zaria Channell Murray
Taylor Lauren Neely
Iman Simone Owens
Atiyana Miracle Paul
Mariah Alanza-Lynelle Pearson
Giana Alexis Piscitelli
Laurny Ashley Purnell
Sanaa Nakayla Rushing
Malachi Leroy Smithen
Kayla Alise Taylor
Levossie R Taylor
Charis Eliya Thompson
Caya Latrice Tyner
Jeremiah Jessie Walton
JaKeira Lynneae- Breon Wash
Tae‘lor Rasean Williams
Maya Janae Wilson
Mia Camille Wilson
Kristen Leilani Woods
Mia Vinessa Wright

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
Joirdin Keichelle Alex
Liberty Patrice Anderson
Semaja Embree Bing
Nadia Alexis Chaney
Mauri Kenice Clark
Khaliyah Simone Collins
Kayla Monae Cooper
Terry Lynne Douglas
Kiya Lanae Gary
Mecca Muslima Raqueeb Coins
Talayia Shakrya Gordon
Nydaya I‘Lexia Green
Dasheka Jenae Gregory
Kennice Emaya Harvin
Randee Rane Hennings
Briana Serene Hutchinson
Kara Nichole Jackson
Rose Mozell-Alexandria Jackson
Jamay'e Ke‘Ora Jeter
Armani Shanne Johnson
Cori Simone Kelson
Megan Alanie Layton
Payton Danielle Love
Samantha Nicole Lowenberg
Dajah Zahir Monroe
Cicley Ereyonia Norris
Iyona Zikia Rickerson
Sade Robinson
Aaliyah Darlene Shannon
Nahdia Pheyllis Sharp
Kasee Lynae Singletary
Caitlin Michelle Stover
C‘Niah Torianna Swain
Kaylen Thomas
Tarjah Ayanna Torrey
Kamri Davita Tynes
Beverly Jean Watson
Selah Tamar West
Aleah Renee Whicker
Amileon Ali Williams
Trinity Chloe Ify Williams

BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK
Mikayla Aaliyah Alston
Ayiloaye Olanike Atolagbe
Jala Bryanna Baskin
Jamaica Dove Bluefort
Monica Burton
Patrick David Baez Clifford
Curtivia Nashia Collier
Aneya Jasmine Cornwall
Kayla Marie Elverta Cunningham
Nikaizha Ra’Zhona Davis
Nicholas A Dobson
Jicha Monaye Durden
Laury Nicole Ewing
Angel Estella Gilchrist
Smorya Chanel Greene
Ashlian Dianna Haddock
Kayla Evette Hairston
LaRonn LaDrell Hall
Sierra Le’shae Hancock
Kyerra Laquael Harris
Jazmin Martinez Hartsell
Camille Iyanla Herring
Faheem Mikal Hopkins
Jia Amir Hutchins
Nia Lanae Johnson
Tiana Nicole Johnson
Ashanti Lachay Leak
Destiny Shatara Matthis
Heaven Mignon McDonald
Sade’ Irie McLean
Arria Marie Moore
Alajne Bremmia Overton
Jazmine Michelle Owens
Destinee Janell Parker
Amanda Parks
Jaishaun Montez Patterson
Kyra Brielle Randolph
Miya Alise Reddrick
Elrick Leroy Richburg
Kristen Alexis Roberts
Nicol Yamily Sanchez
Brittany Sequoria Smith
Venaya Shenica Smith
Torree Arianna Theodore
Laniya Auzhanany Williams
Meliah Brae Williams

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SPORTS SCIENCE AND FITNESS MANAGEMENT
Anthony Intoaku Adama-Tettey
Tiasoyvone Ezekiel Armstrong
Michael Justin Bivens
Jamirah Dee Eldemire
Christian Rebecca Featherson
Chad Noah Garrison
Harold Bishop Ransom III
Maya Danielle Sadler
Anya Lari Stywall

COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN APPLIED ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Jalyn Dezaire Cherry
Nygel Simeon Diggs
Tyren Malcolm Hairston
Dwight William Happer
Teddarral Burrell Mitchell
Christopher Molloy
Natalya D'Amoni Polite*
Mama Nar Salla
Daniel Zach Simpson
Anthony Chivelle Smith Jr
Jeremiah Archelus Williams

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE AND METEOROLOGY
Richard Arlonius Graham II
Joshua Armstrong McCalla
Hailey Elise Poole
Daina Marie Wilson

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Glenwood Allen
Jonathan Desean Boone

Hayley Anastasia Howard
Jada Marie Hunter
Danielle Brianna Ingram
Vinesha Kierra Johnson
Ashley Patrice Jones
Naya Renee Jones
Addison Dewayne Lawrence
Justin Jovan Lewis
Naya Michele Lewis
Alyssa Faleese Lopez
Kydal Alysse McDougal
Jaela Gabrielle Melton
Charity Monique Miller
Chasity Nicole Miller
Kesjana Monâ Miller
Christian Alexander Mobley
Anaja Janae' Morgan
Zarea Morrison-Miller
Morrison Alexander Nesmith
Yari Tynae Newman
Chidera Natasha Ejine Nkem-Ossai
Morgan Elise Peters
Maija J Phipps
Tiera Nichole Pittman
Tiana Regene Purvis
Jada Lauren Rhodes
Tykerah Sharae Roberts
Jacolby Tillman Roddery
Sydney Lauren Rogers
Nia Amori Russell
Kailyn Elizabeth Sellers
Saniya Nicole Shire
Amyia Adrrnae' Silver
Simone Janelle Sinclair
Alaina Stewart
Lauren Sydney Thomas**
Endya Alfreda Van Hook
Patrick Malik Webster
Ashleigh Elizabeth Weeks
DeLea Ajreon Whittaker
Georgina Alexandria Williams
Malachi Lee Williams
Zahria Le'Ann Williams
Whitney Nicole Willis
Jayla Ethel Willoughby
Jada Kimani Wilson
Chase Tristan Winston

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY
Jaelynn Elizabeth Allen-Scott
Zania Yvette Cogdell
Jailah Nicole Collins
Chanise Nonyelum Jual Eghue
Jeremy Lee Gibson
Aidan Daniel Holandez
Taryn Dariyeh Lewis
Samira Alexis Liggett
Jada Marcelle Montague
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMISTRY, cont.

Thomas Van Nguyen
Zion N’Kohl Parker
Erica Lashaun Scott
Jada Marie Smalls
Keymari Jaylia Stacey
Anthony Tarrell Strickland
Alexandria Jade Washington
Kyndal Jordan Williams-McCord

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER GRAPHICS TECHNOLOGY
Quinton Emari Brown
Victoria Fong
Zavier Maxwell Gatewood
Emmani D’Nea Lemaire
Colbie Yvonne Lofton
Dakarai Joeshp Nash
Brianna Sharelle Odom
Jeremiah Ahron Quaadir Opata
Laila Monae Owens
Alani Kayrilyn Pace
Eramie Michael Parks
Kendra Renee Patterson
Uniqua Emani Richardson
Harmoni Ariayanna Riggins*
Justin Alan Sansbury
Alexa Nicole Smith
Ryann Ciarra Stewart
Kris DaEjuan Terry
Kaelin Alana-Skye Thomas
Darnell Dean Westbrook III
Kimberly Elizabeth Zaldivar

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
Elijah James Anderson
Daniel Castaneda
Adrian Alexander Cepeda
Zechariah Ronjay Garrison
Darryl Ken-Lynn Hill
Nya Nicole Hodge
Jaiilen Lytle
Ka’Nesha Rasheema Maggette
Jarrett Patrick McCain
Demetrius Xavier Moore
Isaiah Timothy Fraser Purnell
Angel-Gabriel Rubio-Ruiz
Cameron Alekzander Simmons
Joshua Aljah Smith
Richard Edward Webb Jr

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY
Treshaya Dekeira Demby
Nevin Jorel Esmares
Beau Matthew Foster
Khadeja Marja Little
Dale Thomas Morgan
Erik Zion Watson-Lowe

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
Kaziah Da’shem Alexander
Preston Dillon Wilkie

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GEOMATICS
James Stuart Armstrong
Caleb Scott Brown
Christina Ann Bruton
Lauren Renee Foshee Cox
Perry Pearson Parks
Thomas Tyler Strickland
Jiuxiang Wang

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GRAPHIC COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
Kania LaBre Carlton
Jalen Steve Clarke
Joseylyn Marie Anne Forbes
Erica Joy Funderburk
Cameron Elijah Bovian Gerald
Ahmad Zaire Martin
Robert Lee Scott Jr

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Brittany E Alexander
Oran Elijah Allen-Wilson
Keymiah Layla Armstrong
Zykia Divine Bailey
Sari Asata Barnes
Mone’ Bell-Arrington
Calvon J Bowden
Makayla Lashae Brothers
Nicholas Isaiah Brown
Keyera Shantae Bruce
Kameron Jabar Burden
Kelly Merritt Burnette
Corvalen Champion
Douglas Chandler III
Randy Fisher
Autumn Nicole Grayson
Jada Sanay Grimes
Richard Allen Haney
Shi’Nya Lanay Hargrove
Donovan Harris
Jada Victoria Hester
Malachi Samuel Hope
Cyrus Kaleb Jacobs
Jabari Louis Johnson
Jerrold Dias Johnson
Morgan Benjamin Allen Leigh
Patrick Andrew Love
Taj H Mial
Tyler Bernard Newsome
Chad Jeremiah Peterson
Tina Petrovic
Tien V Pham
Desmond Jamal Rayner
Harmoni Ariayanna Riggins*
Gary C Samuel
David Diakieleka Sau
Taneesha Monae Scott
Krene’ Maria Shepherd
Trinity Devine Smith
Gonzalo Soto Hurtado
Isatu J Sowe
Elah Spence
Thomas Michael Teapole
Jalen Elias Thomas
Cole Douglas Walker
Makayla Watkins
Douglas Wayne Williams Jr***
Karl Eric Yancey Jr
Gregory Deshun Velerton
Bruce Lee Young

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MATHEMATICS
D’Asia Chenelle Betts
S’Khaja Adelaide Charles
Malik Richard Jones
Vanessa Ageris Jones*
Cedarius Keydaire Luckey
Laetitia Pharaoh
Tashari Donnette Turner
Colton River Waller

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
Tiera Nichole Pittman

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS
Quincy Javan Blackston
Vanessa Ageris Jones*
Payton Christopher John Sanford
CERTIFICATES

ADVANCED BIOTECHNOLOGY
Tahmyah Beaty-Brown

BIOTECHNOLOGY
Imani Khedi
Lauren Tomaszewski
De’Ja Wimberly

BIOLOGICAL ENGINEERING
Jordan Washington

BUSINESS ANALYTICS
Elah Spence
Serena Roberts
Jillian Thomas

CYBERSECURITY
Nicholas Bernard Dewitt

CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATION
Cylah Bass
Mya Blakely
Brianna Conquest
Trinity Dixon
Alexus Fields
Reginald Harris
Lavoria Howze
Lailah Hunnicutt
Jaden Macik
Tatiana Moore
Nevaeh Owens
Tkhai Pauling
Jaron Riley
Julia Samuels
Gessica Silva
Brandon Smith
KaMari Smith
Amyah Solomon
Dorian Tillery
Allison Wilson
Nataje Wilson

DATA SCIENCE AND ANALYTICS
S’Khaja Adelaide Charles
Destiny Keshauna Taylor

ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Aleyah Nelson

EQUINE MANAGEMENT
Paris Jones
Imani Khedi

OCCUPATIONAL SAFTEY AND HEALTH
Tiera Nichole Pittman

WASTE MANAGEMENT
D’Nylah Beaty
Alyse Charleron
LaJona Ferrell
Sierra Imani Franco
Jailyn L George
Ashud O Kanu
Victoria Lanier
Taylor Peele
Shane Rice
Ariana Shevack
Zavier Tavion-Steward Avery
INDUCTION OF GRADUATES INTO THE NORTH CAROLINA AGRICULTURAL AND TECHNICAL STATE UNIVERSITY ALUMNI OATH

I hereby solemnly pledge allegiance to my Alma Mater in appreciation for the opportunities for development afforded me as a student at North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University.

I pledge active membership in the North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University Alumni Association wherever I may be. Through association with fellow alumni, I shall forever do my best to uphold the ideals and traditions of my Alma Mater.

I pledge to exemplify high ideals by rendering positive and dignified service to the community, state, nation and world, thus living to bring honor and respect to my Alma Mater.
OFFICIALS

CABINET

Harold L. Martin Sr., Chancellor
Tonya L. Smith-Jackson, Provost and Executive Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs
Erin Hill Hart, Chief of Staff
Robert Pompey Jr., Vice Chancellor for Business and Finance
Veronica Sills, Associate Vice Chancellor for Human Resources/CHRO
Eric Muth, Vice Chancellor for Research and Economic Development
Melody C. Pierce, Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs
Kenneth E. Sigmon Jr., Vice Chancellor for University Advancement
Henry Thomas Jackson, Vice Chancellor for Information Technology Services/CIO
Melissa Holloway, Vice Chancellor for Legal Affairs, Risk and Compliance/General Counsel
Earl M. Hilton III, Director of Athletics
Timothy Minor, Interim Vice Chancellor for Strategic Partnerships

COMMENCEMENT COMMITTEE

April Cobb, Co-chair
Melinda Lee, Co-chair
Jasmine Amamiampong
Tonya Ammons
Cynthia Beasley
Crystal Boyce
Jermaine Cherry
Cherrie Chrisp
Bobby Cuthbertson
Jason DePolo
Tonya Dixon
Valerie Giddings
Serelyn Green
Veronica Hairston
Kevin Hardin
Scott Harrison
John Henry Jr
Jordan Howse
Bria Jeffreys
Tracie Lewis
Janice Martin
Sharon Mitchell
Daphne Mitchell-Wright
Donna Morris-Powell
Jacques Pierre
Tia Pope
Tiana Purvis
Michael Rose
Todd Simmons
Jacqueline Torok
Anita Wright

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Kimberly Gatling, Chair
William Dudley, Secretary
Calvin Brodie
Mark Copeland
Paul Jones
Gina Loften
Gregg Lowe
Joseph Parker
Hilda Pinnix-Ragland
George Ragsdale
Jini Thornton
Jasmine Amamiampong,
SGA President 2023-2024

COMMENCEMENT AMBASSADORS

Honors College Scholars

STUDENT MARSHALS

Kylie Rice, SGA President 2024-2025
Jaci Cameron, Miss A&T 2024-2025
Brentavious Boyd, Mister A&T 2024-2025

INTERPRETERS

Latoya Jordan
Valerie Jordan

ANNOUNCER

Joseph Level

North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University (N.C. A&T) is accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges to award baccalaureate, master’s and doctoral degrees.

North Carolina A&T State University does not discriminate on the basis of age (40 or older), color, disability, sex, pregnancy, gender, gender identity, gender expression, national origin, political affiliation, race, religion, sexual orientation, genetic information, veteran status, National Guard or any other basis protected by law.

N.C. A&T is an AA/EEO and ADA compliant institution.
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